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Rabbits are masters at hiding illness so make sure you are performing
health checks often! Any changes in behavior can indicate a health
problem. Here are some things to include in your regular health check!

Use a penlight to look in your rabbit’s ears

Rabbit eyes should be clear
and bright.
Signs of a problem:
-Red or inflamed eyelid
-Discharge
-Third eyelid is showing

-Run your hands through the fur
to check for any issues (scabs,
lumps, bumps, or any fur loss)
-Brush regularly with a gentle
brush (very sensitive skin)
-White crusty areas can
mean fur mites
-Only use Revolution
on rabbits as many
other flea and tick
preventions are
toxic to rabbits.
-Never immerse your
rabbit in water- they
should not get wet.

Scent glands are located on either side of
the genitals. They emit a musky scent and
can become clogged with a dark waxy
build-up which can be normal but may
lead to infections.
Wipe away build-up with gauze or a q-tip
and warm water. In addition, if there is
caked urine or feces, see a vet.

Signs of ear problems:
-wax or dirt build-up
-dark crusty material (ear mites)
If the ears need a general cleaning, use warm
water or saline solution to gently wipe (with a
cotton pad or gauze)

Signs of a problem:
-Discharge or a constant wet nose
-Crusty paws from nose wiping

Check for any painful bumps or abscesses
around the mouth area. The top and
bottom incisors should line up and not
overlap. If your rabbit has long overgrown
teeth, see a vet immediately.
Signs of a problem:
-grinding or excessive chewing
-decrease in eating
-inflamed, red, or wet chin

Sore hock can occur with rabbits who are kept in wire cages
(highly discouraged!). Look out for any open sores or red
paw bottoms.
Nails should be trimmed regularly. Make sure to avoid the
pink quick and use styptic power to stop any bleeding.
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